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Presentation Topics

• Purpose of Env-Wt 900 Rules.

• New Definitions.

• Classification of Stream Crossings.

• Design Considerations and Data 

Collection.

• Certified Culvert Maintainer Program.

• Resources.
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Purpose of Stream Crossing Rules (1)
(Env-Wt 900)

• Enhance public safety by establishing standards for stream 

crossing design.

– Lessen the risk of blockages, washouts, and flooding.

• Preserve functions and values of streams.

– Support restoration of streams to their natural state.

– Improve aquatic life passage.

– Improve sediment transport.

• Implement the culvert maintainer program.

– Certify individuals to maintain, repair, 

replace, or modify existing culverts.

Alstead, Warren Brook 2005

Catastrophic culvert failure  

Warren Brook, Alstead 2005
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• The goal is a structure that is Compatible with:

– Hydraulics.

• Structure can pass water during a 

specified storm event.

– Geomorphology.

• Structure maintains natural water and 

sediment transport processes of the 

stream.

– Aquatic Organism Passage.

• Structure simulates the natural channel 

in substrate and water depth/velocities 

for animal passage.

Purpose of Stream Crossing Rules (2)
(Env-Wt 900)
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• The goal is a structure that is 

Compatible with:

1. Hydraulics.

2. Geomorphology.

3. Aquatic Organism Passage.

Purpose of Stream Crossing Rules (3)
(Env-Wt 900)

Spans channel width.

Natural streambed with substrate 

continuity provides good 

conditions for aquatic organisms.

Large size to pass 100-year 

recurrence flood with freeboard 

for debris.

Open-arch design preserves

natural stream channel.

Water velocity and depth match 

reference stream conditions. 5



Deficient crossings are a flood hazard

• Public safety hazard.

– Harm to people and property.

• Damage to roads.

– Prohibit travel/ detours.

– Expensive to repair.

• Instream and riparian habitat degradation.

– Bank and streambed erosion.

– Washed-out sediment and road material ends 

up in rivers.

• Increased risk of failure with:

– Watershed development.

– Aging infrastructure.
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Deficient crossings impact how water and 

sediment move downstream (1)

• Undersized culverts increase 

water velocity and alter sediment 

transport.

• Impacts over time:

– Sediment accumulation.

– Clogged inlet.

– Channel widens upstream.

– Bank erosion. 

– Bed scour.

– Perched.
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• Create a “pinch point” in the stream.

• Upstream ponding and aggradation and downstream scour. 

Left: Upgraded fish-friendly culvert in Alaska. Right: Same road-stream intersection prior to 

being fitted with a culvert designed to better accommodate fish and water. Photos: Ken Ayers, 

Lounsbury & Associates, Inc.

Deficient crossings impact how water and 

sediment move downstream (2)
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Deficient crossings disrupt aquatic connectivity

Brook Trout 

need access to 

cold water 

streams

Many turtles 

require 

connected 

wetlands
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New Definitions included in Env-Wt 900

• 902.13  “Geomorphic Compatibility”

• 902.17  “Longitudinal profile”

• 902.22  “Reference reach”

• 902.23  “Rehabilitation”

• 902.24  “Repair”

• 902.26  “Replacement”

• 902.27  “Self-mitigating”

• 902.28  “Sinuosity”

• 902.36  “Tier 3”

• 902.37  “Tier 4”
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New Definition: Geomorphic Compatibility

• Geomorphic Compatibility.

– Env-Wt 902.13.

– The long-term ability of a 

stream crossing to:

• Minimize potential for 

obstruction by sediment, 

wood and debris,

• Preserve the natural 

alignment of the stream,

• Accommodate the 

entrenchment ratio, bank full 

depth, and channel slope of 

the stream.

This...

Not 

this...
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New Definition: Self-mitigating

• Self-mitigating.

– Env-Wt 902.27

– Design of the new crossing 

incorporates features to offset the 

loss of the affected resource’s 

functions and values. 

– Examples of self-mitigating 

features are but not limited to:

• Eliminating a barrier to aquatic 

organism passage,

• Improving the hydraulic capacity 

of an under-sized crossing,

• Improving geomorphic 

compatibility.

Going from 

this…

To this…
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Classification of Stream Crossings: Tiers

• Stream Crossing Tier Sizing

– Env-Wt 904.03

– Env-Wt 904.04

– Env-Wt 904.05

– Env-Wt 904.06

– Structure Type requirements are 

based upon contributing watershed 

area, and waterbody type (tidal 

crossings).

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

≤200 acres
>200 - <640

acres
Greater than 

640 acres

Tier 4

Tidal 
Watercourse 13



Classification of Stream Crossings: Tier 1

• What are the criteria for a Tier 1 Crossing 

Type?

– Contributing watershed ≤200 acres.

– Does not have any of the characteristics 

in Env-Wt 904.04, Env-Wt 904.05, or Env-

Wt 904.06.

– Headwater streams, Smaller tributary 

streams, can be Intermittent streams.
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Classification of Stream Crossings: Tier 2

• What are the criteria for a Tier 2 

Crossing Type?

– Contributing watershed  >200 acres and 

<640 acres.

– Does not have any of the characteristics 

in Env-Wt 904.05 or Env-Wt 904.06.
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Classification of Stream Crossings: Tier 3

• What are the criteria for a Tier 3 Crossing 

Type?

– On a watercourse where the contributing 

watershed is >640 acres.

– Within a designated river corridor (unless 

exempt).

– Within a 100-year flood plain.

– In a jurisdictional area having any 

protected species or habitat.

– In a prime wetland or within a duly-

established 100-foot buffer,

• Unless a waiver has been granted pursuant 

to RSA 482-A:11, IV(b) and Env-Wt 706.
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Classification of Stream Crossings: Tier 4

• What are the criteria for a Tier 4 Crossing 

Type?

• Located on a tidal watercourse.

• Design Criteria:

• Span structure or a culvert specifically 

designed for the geomorphic and habitat 

conditions of the tidal environment.

• Hydraulic analysis accounts for fluctuating 

tides, bidirectional flows, tidal inundation, 

and coastal storm surge.

• Prevents a restriction on tidal flows.

• Accounts for tidal channel morphology and 

impacts from sea level rise.
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Compatibility: General Design Considerations (1)  
(Env-Wt 904.01)

• All stream crossings shall be designed and constructed so as to:

– Not be a barrier to sediment transport.

– Not restrict high flows and maintain existing low flows.

– Not obstruct or otherwise substantially disrupt the movement of aquatic organisms 

indigenous to the waterbody beyond the actual duration of construction.

– Not cause an increase in the frequency of flooding or overtopping of banks.

– Maintain or enhance geomorphic compatibility by:

• Minimize potential for obstructions and preserving the natural alignment of the 

stream channel.

– Preserve watercourse connectivity.

– Not cause erosion, aggradation, or scouring upstream or downstream of the crossing.

– Not cause water quality degradation.
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Compatibility: General Design Considerations (2)  
(Env-Wt 904.01)

• Restore watercourse connectivity where:

– Connectivity previously was disrupted as a result of human activities, AND

– Restoration of connectivity will benefit aquatic organisms upstream or downstream of 

the crossing.

• Stream crossings over tidal waters.

– Match the velocity, depth, cross-sectional area, and substrate of the natural stream.

– Be of sufficient size to not restrict bi-directional tidal flow over the natural tide range 

above below, and through the crossing.
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Design Criteria for Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4 
(Env-Wt 904.07)

• Tier 2 and tier 3 stream crossings shall be designed in accordance with the 

NH Stream Crossing Guidelines.
(1) To meet the general design considerations specified in Env-Wt 904.01.

(2) Of sufficient size to accommodate the greater of:

a. The 100-year 24-hour design storm;

b. Flows sufficient to:

1. Prevent an increase in flooding on upstream and downstream properties; and

2. Not affect flows and sediment transport characteristics in a way that could adversely affect channel stability; or

c. Applicable federal, state, or local requirements;

(3) With the bed forms and streambed characteristics necessary to cause water depths and velocities within the crossing structure at a 
variety of flows to be comparable to those found in the natural channel upstream and downstream of the stream crossing;

(4) To provide a vegetated bank on both sides of the watercourse or to provide a wildlife shelf of suitable substrate and access to allow 
for wildlife passage;

(5) To preserve the natural alignment and gradient of the stream channel, so as to accommodate natural flow regimes and the 
functioning of the natural floodplain;

(6) To simulate a natural stream channel;

(7) So as not to alter sediment transport competence; and

(8) To avoid and minimize impacts to the stream in accordance with Env-Wt 313.03.
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How do we assess compatibility?
• Where?

– Review watershed scale.

– Review conditions of representative 
stream reach: 

• 7-10 bankfull widths up and 
downstream.

• What?

– Watershed characteristics.

– Stream channel geometry.

– Floodplain topography.

– Longitudinal profile.

– Substrate distributions. 

• How?

– Evaluate existing conditions.

– Online tools.

– Field survey data.
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How do we assess compatibility?

Hydraulics
• Factors to consider:

– Watershed characteristics.

• Drainage area.

• Land use.

• Impervious area.

– Flood frequency interval.

– Extreme Precipitation Tables.

• Northeast Regional Climate 

Center.

Predict quantity of flow through 

crossing for specified storm event.

Dictates the size of crossing required to 

transport flow amount.
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How do we assess compatibility?

Geomorphology (1)

• Bankfull Widths.

– Stage at which water overtops the 

bank onto the active flood plain.

– Channel forming flow with frequency 

of 1.5-2 years.

– Cross sections. 
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How do we assess compatibility?

Geomorphology (2)

• Bankfull Widths.

• Rosgen Stream Type.

– Determines entrenchment 

ratios.

– Sinuosity.

Single Thread

Entrenchment Ratio > 2.2 ± 0.2 

slightly entrenched

W:D > 12 ± 2

Sinuosity > 1.2 ± 0.2 

Slope = 0.008

WBKF = 39’

Stream Type = C
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How do we assess compatibility?

Geomorphology (3)

• Bankfull Widths.

• Rosgen Stream Type.

• Longitudinal Profile.

– Aggradation.

– Scour.

– Jump heights.
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How do we assess compatibility?

Geomorphology (4)

• Bankfull Widths.

• Rosgen Stream Type.

• Longitudinal Profile.

• Alignment

– Crossing orientation to the 

stream.
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How do we assess compatibility?

Aquatic organism passage (1)

Stream Simulation Combines 

geomorphic and ecological 

principles to mimic the natural 

channel.

• Water depths and velocities 

match those of the natural 

stream.

• Streambed simulation.
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How do we assess compatibility?

Aquatic organism passage (2)

• Water depths and velocities 

match those of the natural 

stream.

• Streambed simulation.

• Natural sediment continuity 

throughout the crossing.

• Wildlife passage shelf.

• No significant jumps in 

longitudinal profile (no perch).

No AOP

AOP Compatible
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Data Collection: Channel Shape and Form

Channel shape and form

• Recommend three representative 

cross sections: 

• Bankfull width (Wbkf).

• Bankfull depth (Dbkf).

• Floodplain width.

• Flood stages.

• Longitudinal profile showing:

• Cross section stations.

• Slope of the reach.
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Data Collection: Streambed Substrate

Streambed substrate

• Predicted sediment transport capacity 

using hydraulic models.

• Estimate water velocities and 

carrying capacity of flow through 

structure.

• Substrate sizes and distributions 

through crossing and 

upstream/downstream.
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Data Collection: Flooding History

Site flooding history

• Is the location vulnerable to flooding?

• Predicted to be flood under specific 

storm events?
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Data Collection: Mapped Flood Hazards

FEMA DFIRMs

• Identify 100-year floodplain 

boundaries and floodways.
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New Hampshire 

Stream Crossing Initiative

• Stream crossing surveys across the 

state.

• Consistent protocol.

• Data on stream channel and current 

structure conditions.

• Score culverts

 Geomorphic compatibility

 Aquatic organism passage

 Asset condition

 Flood vulnerability
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Data Collection: Stream Crossing Worksheet (1)
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Data Collection: Stream Crossing Worksheet (2)
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Data Collection: Stream Crossing Worksheet (3)
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Repair, Rehabilitation, or Replacement
(Env-Wt 904.08 & 904.09)

Repair, Rehabilitation, or Replacement of 

existing legal stream crossings 

Professional engineer certifies:

• No history of flooding that damages the 

crossing, other infrastructure, or protected 

species habitat.

• Proposed crossing meets or exceed 

general criteria and maintains or enhances:

• Hydraulic capacity.

• Aquatic organism.

• Connectivity between upstream and 

downstream reaches.

• Not cause an increase in flooding or 

overtopping the banks upstream or 

downstream. 39



NHDOT BMP for Routine Roadway Maintenance 
(2019)

• Culvert Maintenance or Repair.

• Culvert Extension.

• Culvert Relocation.

• Embankment Stabilization.

• In-kind Headwall repair.

• Headwall Construction, repair or construction.

• Roadside Ditch maintenance.

• Maintenance of culvert inlets and outlets.

• Temporary scaffolding.
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Summary: Presentation Topics

• Purpose of Env-Wt 900 Rules.

• New Definitions.

• Classification of Stream Crossings. 

• Design Considerations and Data 

Collection.

• Certified Culvert Maintainer Program.

• Resources.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE

STREAM CROSSING INITIATIVE

Catastrophic culvert failure  

Warren Brook, Alstead 2005

Thank you!
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